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ABSTRACT

A fluorescence excitation spectrum of formic acid monomer

(HCOOH) , has been recorded in the 278-246 nm region and has

been attributed to an n >7r* electron promotion in the anti

conformer. The S^< S^ electronic origins of the

HCOOH/HCOOD/DCOOH/DCOOD isotopomers were assigned to weak

bands observed at 37431.5/37461.5/37445.5/37479.3 cm'''. From

a band contour analysis of the 0°^ band of HCOOH, the

rotational constants for the excited state were estimated:

A'=1.8619, B'=0.4073, and C'=0.3730 cm'\ Four vibrational

modes, 1/3(0=0), j/^(0-C=0) , J/g(C-H^^^) and i/,(0-H^yJ were

observed in the spectrum. The activity of the antisymmetric

aldehyde wagging and hydroxyl torsional modes in forming

progressions is central to the analysis, leading to the

conclusion that the two hydrogens are distorted from the

molecular plane, 0-C=0, in the upper S. state.

Ab initio calculations were performed at the 6-3 IG* SCF

level using the Gaussian 86 system of programs to aid in the

vibrational assignments. The computations show that the

potential surface which describes the low frequency OH torsion

(twisting motion) and the CH wagging (molecular inversion)

motions is complex in the S^ excited electronic state. The

OH and CH bonds were calculated to be twisted with respect to

the 0-C=0 molecular frame by 63.66 and 4 5.76 degrees,

respectively. The calculations predicted the existence of the





second (syn) rotamer which is 338 cm'^ above the equilibrium

configuration with OH and CH angles displaced from the plane

by 47.91 and 41.32 degrees.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Formic acid is the parent member of the carboxylic acid

series. This stable molecule can be isolated from the

distillation of ants, or industrially prepared by the reaction

of carbon monoxide with sodium hydroxide at 200°C, followed

by acidification with HCl and distillation J In ants, formic

acid serves the dual purpose of defence and communication.

Moreover, formic acid plays a part in the swelling and

irritation associated with ant bites and bee stings. On the

atmospheric level, scientists are concerned about formic acid

as it provides most of the acidity for the acid rain that

falls on remote areas. ^ Hence, the production of formic acid

is significant for industrial uses and environmental

interests.

There is also considerable interest in the spectroscopy

of formic acid. Interstellar HCOOH has been detected from

the direction of the galactic centre radio source Sagittarius

B2 . Besides the value of formic acid to photophysics, the

spectroscopy of this carbonyl molecule is important for the

photochemical studies of the photodissociation products, OH

and CHO. Therefore, a clear understanding of the structure

and dynamics of this simple molecular system in both the

ground and exited states is essential. Although the ground

state is well characterized by microwave, infrared, electron
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diffraction studies and ab initio calculations; the excited

states of formic acid are not well known. The present laser

spectroscopic and quantum chemical investigations have been

undertaken to provide information about the behaviour of

formic acid in its first excited electronic state. With this

exploration, the structure and dynamics of formic acid can be

extended, and should lead to further avenues of research and

greater comprehension.

In the vapour phase, formic acid can exhibit rotational

isomerism as a consequence of the restricted internal rotation

about the C-0 bond. A representation of these two planar

rotameric forms is depicted in Figure 1. Early infrared^'^

and electron diffraction^ work indicated that the anti (trans)

species was the predominant form. These results were later

confirmed by further infrared^'^ and electron diffraction''^^

studies. More recently, refined molecular structures have

been determined for anti HCOOH by microwave^^'^^ and electron

diffraction^* studies.

The experimental identification of the syn(cis) rotamer;

however, was not conclusive. ^^'^' There have been several

tentative assignments of a few infrared absorption bands to

syn HCOOH, but the positive identification of the syn rotamer

was not until 1976 when the spectrum of syn formic acid was

observed directly. From a careful analysis of the weak lines

in the microwave spectrum, Hocking^° showed that the syn





Figure 1

The molecular structures of HCOOH including the

symmetry and the principal axes
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conformer was present in the vapour phase to the extent of

0.13% and that the energy difference between the two forms was

1365 cm"^ (3900 cal/mol) , with the anti rotamer being at lower

energy. Furthermore, the barrier to internal rotation for

anti >syn was estimated to be 4840 cm"^(13.8 kcal/mol) . The

complete substitution structure of syn HCOOH has also been

determined. ^^ The microwave structures for both the anti and

syn geometrical isomers are collected in Table 1. In

addition, equilibrium ab initio structures calculated at the

self-consistent-field (6-31G*) level have recently been

determined for the conformers and are reported. These

theoretical calculations place the syn planar rotamer about

214 cm'^ higher in energy than the anti planar configuration.

In Table 2 the molecular parameters determined from microwave

studies for formic acid are listed.

Besides exhibiting rotational isomerism, formic acid is

known to dimerize. Thermochemical studies^^ place the

enthalpy of dimer formation at 5180 cm'^ (14.8 kcal/mol). Ab

initio SCF calculations^'^ gave a value of 4370 cm"^ (12.5

kcal/mol) . The experimental determination of the equilibrium

dimer structure is based on electron diffraction

measurements. ^^'^^ An optimised equilibrium geometry of the

formic acid dimer, (HCOOH) 2, at various levels of ab initio

SCF theory has also been predicted. ^^ The equilibrium between

monomer and dimer has been investigated from various infrared





TAEILE 1: SniJDCTORES OF KX5MIC ACID ODNPCaRMERS^





TABLE 2: MDDEX3JIAR PARAMEIERS^ FCR PCS5MIC ACID

coiti^

HOOOH

syn"-

A

B

C

77.5122

12.0551

10.4161

86.4616

11.6892

10.2840

Ma 1.40

0.26

1.42

2.65

2.71

3.79

a) rotational constants in GHZ; dipole nonents in Debyes.

b) Ref. 15

c) Ref. 20
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and Raman studies. ^^'^^ The equilibrium constant for dimer

formation'''^ is about 150 atm '^ at 21°C. This means that

at 10 Torr the monomer/dimer ratio is 4:1 and at 35 Torr it

is 2:1. In contrast, from photoelectron studies, the

monomer/dimer ratio at room temperature in supersonic jets is

estimated to be 1:3.'^

Formic acid monomer belongs to the C point group. The

character table given in Table 3 for this point group shows

that there are only two symmetry operations possible; namely,

reflection in the plane of the molecule and the identity

operation. There are nine normal vibrational modes for the

molecule: 7 a', symmetric and 2 a", antisymmetric species.

The observed and calculated ab initio ground state vibrational

frequencies of anti HCOOH are summarized in Table 4. The

reported vibrational frequencies of u^ and u^ for the syn

isomer are 1744.7 and 1124.2 cm'\ respectively.^'

The ground state electronic configuration of formic acid

is: (la')^.. (8a')^(la")^(9a')^(2a")^(10a')^ where the first

ten occupied orbitals represent the electrons in low energy

molecular orbitals (MO's) followed by a tt C=0 MO and an n

orbital for the carbonyl oxygen lone pair. As a consequence

of electron promotion, both valence and Rydberg transitions

are possible. A schematic representation of the localized

MO's and electronic transitions for the carbonyl group are

shown in Figure 2

.





TABLE 3: THE C^ POINT GPOOP OffiRACEER TABLE

Cs





TABLE 4: VIBRftTICNAL IRBQCJQJCIES^ PCR KXWIC ACID MDNCMER

Mode Descxiption E>q)t. Ab Initio^
(DZ + P)

(0-H)
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Figure 2

Localized MO's and the Electronic Transitions

for the carbonyl group of Formic Acid
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The absorption spectrum of formic acid in the vacuum UV

region was first observed in 1937.^ The spectrum was mainly

Rydberg in character. A further detailed investigation of

formic acid in the 110-180 nm region at higher resolution^^

gave similar results. The most significant change in

geometrical structure was an increase in the C=0 bond length,

and there was no evidence for non-planarity in these Rydberg

states. Earlier studies^^'^' of the electronic spectra of

formic acid vapour; however, identified the existence of a

valence excitation, ir >it* , in this region. Electron

impact*^'*^ , photoelectron spectra^^ and ab initio

calculations*''^^ have also made contributions to the

understanding of the optical absorption spectra of formic

acid. Although there is considerable agreement in the

results, the identity of a number of the Rydberg series and

valence excitations is controversial. ^^''^^

Further electronic absorption studies of HCOOH in the UV

led to the detection of a diffuse band system*^ from 225 to

250 nm. More recently, at long absorption paths (60 m or

greater) and at high resolution, weak but sharp bands

displaying rotational fine structure in the near UV (250-270

nm) were observed by Ng and Bell.*° Both the diffuse and

sharp bands belong to the same vibrational system which is

assigned to the n >ir* electronic transition in the carbonyl

group. Of particular interest is the latter study where a
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detailed rotational analysis of a number of vibrational bands

and the classification of many bands according to their band

type were made. The spectra of the deuterated isotopomers

were diffuse and the band structure was congested; therefore,

the position of the origin band could not be located.

Nevertheless, progressions of 1080 and 400 cm"^ were found in

the spectrum and assigned to the u^ (C=0) and u^ (0-C=0)

modes, respectively. The activity of these modes is a

consequence of changes in the C=0 bond length and the OCO

angle. From the analysis, though, the structure and dynamics

of the formyl and hydroxyl hydrogens in this excited

electronic state could not be determined.

Photochemical studies^'"^^ from the late 1980 's on formic

acid provide useful insight on the structure of the hydroxyl

group in the upper electronic state. The dynamics by which

the OH group is ejected during the UV photodissociation of

formic acid appear to be associated with the activity of the

OH torsional mode, u^. Since the anti and syn rotamers are

planar in the lower S^ state, activity in the u mode implies

that the OH group must be distorted from the plane in the

upper electronic state. The formyl end of the molecule is

also expected to be nonplanar. As the carbonyl moieties of

HCICO/HFCO are isoelectronic with HCOOH, these molecules

should possess similar properties. The S^ states of the

HCICO/HFCO species are known to be pyramidal and the aldehyde
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hydrogens adopt out-of-plane angles of 48.6/29.7 degrees, with

barriers to inversion of 1609/2550 cin'\ respectively .^^'^^

In addition, since the electronegativities of the OH and CI

groups are similar, the potential function governing the

molecular dynamics of the aldehyde hydrogen in the S^ state

of formic acid should have a high central barrier. It follows

that both the CH and the OH bond would be distorted from the

0-C=0 plane, which would give the S^ state an unusual

structure

.

In summary, formic acid has been extensively studied by

the methods of optical spectroscopy and has been the subject

of a number of theoretical studies. Only recently, however,

has a detailed picture of the dynamics of this species begun

to emerge. In the vapour phase, formic acid is known to exist

in anti and syn planar conformations and formic acid

dimerizes. These properties make this simple carboxylic acid

spectroscopically very interesting.

The ground state properties of formic acid are reasonably

well described; however, the role of geometrical

isomerisation, dimerisation and the structural changes due to

the excitation of formic acid are not clear. In the present

work, the fluorescence excitation spectra of formic acid and

its isotopomers have been recorded from 246-268 nm in order

to study the structural properties of formic acid and to

assign the vibrational frequencies of the S^ state. Ab initio
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calculations describing the S^, T^, and the S states were

used as an aid in the asssignment of the observed excitation

spectra. Therefore, questions pertaining to the structure and

dynamics of formic acid in the lowest excited electronic

states were considered from the standpoint of laser excitation

spectroscopy and high level ab initio molecular orbital

calculations

.
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CHAPTER 2

AB INITIO MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY

(I) Ab Initio Methods

Ab initio chemical calculations can be used to predict

the structures, energies, vibrational frequencies, and other

properties of molecules. In particular, Gaussian 86^^ is a

connected system of programs capable of performing ab initio

molecular orbital (MO) calculations. It represents a further

development of the Gaussian 70, 76, 80 and 82 systems already

published. The logical structure of a typical program capable

of performing molecular orbital calculations is presented in

Figure 3. For the computations considered here, a VAX 11/78

computer was utilized. The input for the program includes:

specification of the quantum mechanical method (energy

calculation procedure) , basis set, type of job, charge and

multiplicity of the required electronic state and the

molecular geometry.

Ab initio theory makes use of the Born-Oppenheimer^'^

approximation that the nuclei remain fixed on the time scale

of electron movement. The Schrodinger equation^'' for the

electrons becomes

H^ = E^ (2.1)
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Figure 3

Logical Structure of a typical ab initio

molecular orbital program
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where H is the electronic Hamiltonian corresponding to the

motion of the electrons

* is the electronic wavefunction

and E is the electronic energy.

The main task of theoretical studies is to approximately solve

the electronic Schrodinger equation.

In molecular orbital theory, electrons are assigned to

molecular orbitals. These in turn are brought together to

form a many-electron wavefunction. The molecular orbitals

^^,\l)^, . . . are linear combinations of N known one-electron

basis functions.

N

¥i = Sc^j^i (2.2)

i=l

These basis functions which are the atomic orbitals for the

atoms in the molecule, constitute the basis set. In Gaussian

86, the MO calculations are performed within the linear

coinbination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) framework. Given the

basis set, the unknown coefficients, c ., are determined so

that the total electronic energy, calculated from the many-

electron wavefunction, is minimized and is as close to the

energy corresponding to the exact solution of the Schrodinger

equation.^*

The variational method in quantum mechanics^' can be

mathematically described in the following manner for ab initio

methods. If * is an antisymmetric normalized function of the
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electron coordinates, the expectation value of the energy

corresponding to this function can be obtained from

*
I

*

O HOdT / O OdT (2.3)

j

where integration is over the coordinates of all the

electrons. If $ is the exact wavefunction, '<i , the exact

energy can be calculated; otherwise, the resulting energy will

be as close to the exact value within the limitations imposed

by (a) the single-determinant wavefunction, and (b) the

particular basis set employed. In any event, the best

wavefunction is found by minimizing <E> with respect to the

coefficients, c.. This implies the variational condition

5E / ^

= all|i,i (2.4)

Of particular significance to ab initio calculations is

the self-consistent field (SCF) model. This method is also

known as Hartree-Fock or single-determinant theory. At the

SCF level, electrons are not allowed to avoid each other, but

it is assumed that their instantaneous positions are

independent of one another. The procedure involves an

iterative process in which the orbitals are improved from

cycle to cycle until the electronic energy reaches a constant

value and the orbitals no longer change. '^° With Gaussian 86,
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self-consistent field wavefunctions of the closed-shell

Hartree-Fock (RHF) , open-shell unrestricted Hartree-Fock

(UHF) , open-shell restricted Hartree-Fock (ROHF) , and

Generalized Valence Bond (GVB) forms can be determined.

In RHF^^ theory, one set of molecular orbitals is

calculated where each orbital is doubly occupied or empty.

In contrast, for the UHF^ formalism, two sets of molecular

orbitals are determined, one for each type of spin. These

two sets of orbitals, referred to as alpha and beta, are

similar, but not identical. Figure 4 depicts the differences

between the RHF treatment for the closed-shell singlet ground

state and the UHF treatment of the open-shell triplet excited

state of formic acid. For the ROHF^* procedure, the doubly

occupied orbitals are restricted to being identical for alpha

and beta spins.

The GVB^'^ method, on the other hand, utilizes a multi-

configuration wavefunction which uses non-orthogonal orbitals

to describe a bonding pair of electrons. In this fashion,

changes in bonding, antibonding and non-bonding of electrons

are more adequately described than possible with HF

wavefunctions.^ Thus, at the SCF level, more than one

configuration is considered allowing for the mixing of

electronic states. In contrast to an HF wavefunction where

a bond pair consists of one doubly occupied orbital, each

valence electron in a GVB wavefunction is allowed to have a
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Figure 4

Closed-shell singlet and open-shell triplet orbital

configurations of HCOOH

RHF = restricted Hartree-Fock

UHF = unrestricted Hartree-Fock

a = 1 ^ =
I
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different orbital. The conventional closed-shell orbital

description of a singlet electron pair is then replaced by a

GVB pair consisting of two non-orthogonal orbitals coupled

into a singlet.

*a ^a 0^ P ->
{ *la *2a + *2a *la )

^ P ^^.s)

Although each singlet electron pair is allowed to correlate;

computationally, all orbitals other than the two within a

given singlet pair are required to be orthogonal. Both the

HF and GVB methods optimise the orbitals self-consistently .*^^

Post Hartree-Fock methods include configuration

interaction^^ (CI) based on the single determinant

wavefunctions and Moller-Plesset perturbation theory.^ The

Gaussian 86 package can compute double or single and double

excitations for CI and determine contributions to fourth order

(MP2 , MP3 , MP4) perturbation theory. These procedures account

for the correlation of electron motion and are corrections to

the SCF energy.

For the computations considered in this study, the energy

procedures used involved RHF and GVB-Perfect-Pairing

techniques for the closed-shell ground state; UHF methods for

the open-shell triplet excited state; and, GVB (Open Shell

Singlet) for the singlet excited state. Attempts at

describing the first excited singlet state with the ROHF
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method were unsuccessful. Post Hartree-Fock methods were not

considered in this study as these calculations are computer

time prohibitive and resource intensive.

(II) Molecular Structure Optimization

A typical flow chart for an ab initio geometry

optimization is given in Figure 5. The description of the

molecular geometry is specified in the form of a Z-matrix with

defined bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles. The

Z-matrix is a geometrical device used to define the positions

and types of atoms in the system. It doesn't tell the program

where to put bonds or to represent a given electronic state. ^°

The Z -matrices for the ground and excited states of formic

acid are given in Table 5. To understand the input

formulation, the ground state Z-matrix for anti-HCOOH will be

discussed. The first atom, in this case, C, is always placed

at the origin of the coordinate system. The second atom, 0,

is defined by the distance rood from atom 1. The third atom,

the aldehyde hydrogen, is bound to atom 1 at a distance of

rch, making an angle with atom 2 of och. The fourth atom, O,

is defined exactly as the third, except an extra parameter is

needed to specify its position uniquely. This atom is bound

to the carbon, number 1, at a distance of rcos, making an

angle with the carbonyl oxygen, number 2, of oco, and a

dihedral angle with the hydrogen atoms number 3 of 180°. In
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Figure 5

Sequence of program execution for a molecular

geometry optimization
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TAHTK 5: Z-MKnaCES PCR "fflE GRDUND AND EXCmD STATES OF FC»MIC ACTD^

(1) Planar Ground State

anti HOOCH

C

O 1 rcxxi

H 1 rch 2 och

O 1 rcos 2 oco 3 180.0

H 4 rc*i 1 cdti 2 0.0^

(2) Excited States

Nonplanar Planar

C

O 1 rcod

X 1 1.0 2 90.0

H 1 rch 3 xch 2 alphal

O 1 rcos 3 90.0 2 al0Ta2

H 5 roh 1 cdi 2 theta

O 1 rcod

X 1 1.0 2 90.0

H 1 rch 3 90.0 2 alphal

O 1 rcos 3 90.0 2 alpha2

H 5 roh 1 coh 2 0.0*^

a) for sitrplicity, the variable values have been excluded from the Z-
matrix irput.

b) this value beccmes 180.0 for the syn HOOOH calculation and for the
determination of the transition state, it is replaced by a variable.

c) this value beccanes 180.0 for the syn HOOOH calculation.
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general, the dihedral angle is obtained by imagining a Newman

projection along the bond between the atom to which the

current atom is bonded and that with reference to which the

angle is defined.^ The final atom, number 5, is defined in

an identical manner.

For the excited state calculations, the Z-matrix

description geometry is similar to that seen for the ground

state; however, a dummy atom, X, has been included to

facilitate interpretation of the results of the calculation.

The role of the dummy atom is to define a specific set of

geometrical parameters suitable for use in the structure

optimization of formic acid. The dummy atom is merely a point

in space used for geometry definition, and the cartesian

coordinates generated for dummy atoms are not utilized in the

eg
quantum mechanical calculations, leaving the real molecule.

The information from the Z-matrix is used to calculate

the Cartesian (x,y,z) coordinates of the atoms. Knowing the

geometry, charge (0,1,2,...), atomic numbers, and multiplicity

(singlet, doublet or triplet) the total number of electrons,

symmetry and orbital occupancies are determined. The atomic

orbitals are then assigned to each nucleus. For the

calculations, an internally stored standard set of

coefficients and exponents were used to define the orbitals.

The basis set utilized for the HCOOH calculations was 6-3 IG*.

This is known as a split valence basis set with polarization.
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where the orbitals are described by Gaussian functions. ^° A

split valence basis set is one where hydrogen and helium are

represented by two s-type functions, and the first and second

row atoms are given by two complete sets of valence s and p

functions. Each inner or core atomic orbital is expressed in

terms of six Gaussians. The valence-shell orbitals are

described by three contracted and one diffuse basis function.

Lastly, charge polarization, designated by *, has been

included to allow for the possibility of non-uniform

displacement of charge away from the atomic centres. Six d-

type Gaussian primitives are added in the basis set for every

non-hydrogen atom in the system.

Ab initio programs next calculate the various one- and

two-electron integrals required in the calculations. An

initial guess involving a trial set of molecular orbitals is

then made. For the calculations considered, the form of the

initial guess was that obtained from an INDO'^^ semi-empirical

calculation. The initial guess is used as the starting point

for the iterative SCF calculation. The solution to the SCF

equations is improved cycle by cycle until the electronic

energy is at a minimum. Using the determined wavefunction the

energy gradient, first derivatives of the energy with respect

to displacements in the nuclear coordinates, is evaluated.

If the gradient is below some preset limit, then the specified

geometry represents a stationary point on the potential energy
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surface and the optimization is terminated. On the other

hand, if the calculated gradient is larger than the allowed

tolerance, the original geometry is varied followed by a new

calculation of integrals, SCF energy and the energy gradient.

The number of passes depends on several factors: the number

of independent geometrical variables, the convergence criteria

and the choice of the starting structure. Generally, for a

system with n variables, between n and 2n cycles are needed

to ensure that the bond lengths and angles have converged to

within 0.0001 A and 0.1°, respectively.^* When the

optimization is complete, the program moves on to a population

analysis of the optimised species.

Geometry optimization programs are designed to find

stationary points on a potential energy surface. Of

particular importance to this work are minima, for which all

normal vibrations are positive; saddle points or transition

states, which have one negative eigenvalue in the force-

constant matrix; and, maxima, which are described by two

negative eigenvalues.^' These definable points on the

potential surface of the singlet ground state and the triplet

excited state were determined using the RHF and UHF

approximations, respectively. These procedures were directly

used and only required adjusting the multiplicity to or 3

as needed for the calculation.
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The minima for both the singlet ground and excited states

were probed successfully using the GVB technique. To look at

the singlet excited state, a number of options available in

Gaussian 86 were used to produce an electronic configuration

having orbitals in the correct order, localized and of the

desired symmetry. For the closed-shell ground state of anti

and syn formic acid, calculations were performed with virtual

orbitals 13 and 14 being swapped and one GVB-Perfect-Pair

being formed with orbitals 10 and 11, which describe the

carbonyl end of the molecule. For the singlet excited state,

the GVB (OSS) option was utilized where the highest occupied

and lowest virtual orbital from the guess are coupled as an

open-shell singlet. To ensure that the n orbital was being

coupled with tt*, orbital 13, it was necessary to interchange

orbital 11 with 12 for the anti species; and, similarly,

orbital 10 was swapped with 12 for the syn species. In this

way, the optimised geometries for the desired singlet

electronic states could be obtained. For the ROHF

calculation, an alter option is essential. However, it was

discovered that whether the a or )9 spin of orbital 12 was

swapped with 13, the desired excited singlet state

configuration could not be achieved. Due to this difficulty,

optimised geometries for the singlet excited state could not

be determined from this HF approximation.
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(III) Molecular Vibrations

The optimised geometry is used as the input for a

vibrational frequency calculation. In Gaussian 86, analytical

second derivatives of the RHF and UHF energies can be computed

and used to predict vibrational frequencies. These can also

be evaluated by numerically differentiating the energy twice

for any ab initio method.

The vibrational frequencies can be computed by

determining the second derivatives of the potential energy

with respect to the mass-weighted cartesian displacements in

a system. This analytical method yields the quadratic force

constants, f.., directly

f.. =

I 2 \

5 V

(5 Qi 5 Qj j

(2.6)

eq

where q. is the mass-weighted cartesian displacement defined

in terms of the locations x. of the nuclei relative to their

equilibrium positions x. and their masses M.

:

q. = M^^^(x.-x. ) (2.7)

In addition, the f . may be evaluated by numerical second

differentiation

5V a(av
5 qj 5 qj A qj A qj

(2.8)
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or by numerical first differentiation of analytical first

derivatives^*

aV A(5V/5qi (2.9)

5 qj 5 qj A qj

The frequencies calculated by Hartree-Fock methods are

harmonic and the normal-mode vibrational frequencies are

determined at the local minima points on the potential energy

surface. In this work, the 6-3 IG* SCF harmonic frequencies

were calculated for the singlet ground and triplet excited

states, using analytic second derivatives and then scaled by

0.9 to approximately correct for anharmonicity and the SCF

procedure (neglect of electron correlation)

.
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Chapter 3

Principles of Electronic Spectroscopy

(I) Electronic Transitions

Transitions from one electronic state to those of another

give rise to a band system. An oscillating electromagnetic

field can induce a transition from vibronic states e"v" to

e'v'; the probability of this event per unit time and per unit

radiation energy is given by'
69

I I tf ii\

W eve V =
871

3h'

/ I I II II]

M eve V (4.1)

where W(e'v'e"v") is the Einstein probability coefficient

and M(e'v'e"v") is the transition moment

For electric dipole transitions the quantum mechanical

transition moments have the form

M
t t ft tti

[eve vi= \i/;
'11 w (4.2)

e V

where ^ , , and „ „ are the excited and ground state

vibronic wave functions, respectively

and /i is the electric dipole operator.

The dipole moment can be resolved into two parts, one due to

the electrons, the other due to the nuclei:

M- = i^e(q)+i^N(Q (4.3)
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where q and Q are the electronic and nuclear coordinates,

respectively.

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation^^, the

molecular wavefunction for the v^'' vibrational level of

the e^'' electronic state can be expressed as a product of an

electronic and vibrational wavefunction.

¥ev = ¥e(q.Q)¥v(Q (4.4)

In this general case, the transition moment is given by

M
t t It ••\

e ve V
f .

¥e l^eVe ^T ¥v Vv dx^ +

(4.5)

Vv !^N Vy dX^ Ve Ve ^X,

Since the electronic wavefunctions are orthogonal, the

transition moment becomes :

t ( ft 11

M (e V e V
^

f .

J

¥e !^e¥e ^\ \\f^ \{/^ dT^ (4.6)

If equation (4.6) is zero for all components of the electric

dipole operator /x, then the transition between the states ^ '*

and " is regarded as forbidden. Otherwise, the direct

product of the factors ^ ',m and ^ " must be totally

symmetric, that is, symmetric to all operations of the point

group appropriate to the equilibrium configurations of the
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upper and lower molecular states since the limits on the

71integral span total space. In group theoretical notation,

r
\
¥<e

/

r jlp ® r \|/ = r (Totally Symmetric) (4.7)

For a symmetry-allowed transition then, the condition placed

on the electronic integrals of (4.6) is that

/

\

r \|/_ r (D r xj/. =r (x,y,orz
e

/

(4.8)

The low energy electronic transition in the C=0

chromophore is the consequence of an n >7r* electron

promotion. The ground electronic configuration of formic acid

can be written:

. . . (a)2(7r)2(n)2 X'A'

Similarly, the electron configuration and the overall symmetry

for the upper state can be expressed:

. . . (a)2(,r)2(n)V7r*)^ A^A"

Using these overall symmetries for the lower and upper states

of HCOOH, the product in equation (4.8) in C symmetry

transforms as r(z)=r(A"). Thus, the transition is allowed by

the electric selection rules, with the polarization of the

electric dipole moment, n along the z-axis (out-of-plane)
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As a result, the electronic transition 0°^ is electric dipole

allowed and should possess type C rotational contour. (M"

denotes a vibronic transition involving quanta n in the upper

state and quanta m in the lower state and a level is

designated as m".)

Besides the allowed electric dipole transition, the

intensity in the n >7r* system arises from vibrational-

electronic coupling (Herzberg-Teller interaction) . This

involves the interaction between the motions of the electrons

and the nuclei in polyatomic molecules^^, resulting in a

breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation^^. With

Herzberg-Teller coupling, the interaction of the electronic

motion with vibration is no longer neglected so the electronic

transition moment is not independent of nuclear motion. A

Taylor series expansion of the electronic transition moment

about the equilibrium nuclear configuration can be described:

M = m!(v1v).X4^(v'Nv)--
5Qi

(4.9)

1

The first term in the expansion represents another notation

for M(e'v'e"v") of equation (4.6).

In formic acid, transitions involving any number of

quanta of a' frequencies, v^ to i/^, are allowed by the first

term of the Herzberg-Teller expansion (4.9) . These correspond

to A"< A* transitions and should have type C contours
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similar to the origin band. However, transitions involving

odd quanta of the a" frequencies, u^ and v^, are possible

through the second term. The wavefunctions for these

antisymmetric vibrations couple with the electronic

wavefunction of the A^A" state to form vibronic states of A'

species. These forbidden transitions in the first order must

borrow intensity from near-lying electronic transitions and

appear as A/B hybrids. The possible vibronic transitions for

the ^^A"< 0(^A' electronic transition of formic acid are

given in Figure 6.

Although the transition is predominantly allowed as

electric dipole radiation, the transition is also magnetic

dipole and electric quadrupole allowed. In quantum theory,

the transition probability produced by magnetic dipole or

electric quadrupole radiation is obtained by substituting the

magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole moment for the electric

dipole moment in the transition moment equation (4.2) . A non-

zero value for this probability results if the product ' *0 "

has the same species as one of the components of the magnetic

dipole or electric quadrupole moments. The components of the

magnetic dipole moment behave as the three rotations R , R ,X y

and R^ and the electric quadrupole moment behaves in the same

way as the components of the polarizability.^° The species

for the rotations and the products of two translations are

given in Table 3 for the C point group.
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Figure 6

Possible vibronic transitions in the A^A"< -X^A'

electronic transition of HCOOH





8^ or 9^

V. or j/„ (a")

^ (A")« (g) (a")^ = (A')'

A^A"

Electric Dipole XY

Z (type-C) (type-A/B)

X'A'
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Lastly, the transition is allowed by the spin selection

rule. In equation (4.2) the transition moment excluded the

spin of the states; however, the full electronic eigenfunction

must take account of the fact that each electron has a spin

s=l/2 which can orient itself parallel or antiparallel to any

preferred direction. As long as the coupling of the

individual spins with the orbital motion is small, the spins

of the individual electrons forms a resultant spin S, and the

electronic eigenfunction can be written as a product of an

orbital, and a spin function. ^° The transition moment then

can vanish for states of different spin since the spin

functions corresponding to different S values would be

orthogonal. As the ground state and the lowest lying excited

state of formic acid are of the same multiplicity, singlet,

the intercombination is also formally spin allowed.

(II) Vibrational Structure

The intensity of a spectroscopic transition between

vibronic states depends upon the value of |m|^ in equation

(4.1). In the first approximation of equation (4.6) for M,

the second integral representing the electronic transition

moment is considered a constant.^' The condition for the

validity of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation^* is that the

electronic wavefunctions vary slowly with Q; otherwise, the

electrons would not be able to adjust fast enough to follow
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the nuclear motion. It follows that the integral should also

vary only slightly with Q. Thus, neglecting the dependence

of on the nuclear coordinates, the integral can be replaced

by a constant corresponding to a configuration of the nuclei

near the equilibrium position of one of the two electronic

states. With this approximation, the transition probability,

which is proportional to the magnitude of M^ can be resolved

into a factor depending on the nuclear motion alone and a

factor depending on the electronic motion alone. From this

discussion, the first factor of equation (4-6) becomes

important and certain vibrational transitions make the total

transition moment M(e'v'e"v") different from zero.

In particular, for polyatomic molecules, transitions from

various vibrational levels of one electronic state to another

give rise to a band system. Moreover, as several vibrations

are involved, the vibrational structure is generally

complicated. Therefore, the intensities of the vibrational

bands in an electronic transition depend on the vibrational

overlap integral described above.

To understand the differences in the intensities of

different vibrational transitions, the Frank-Condon

principle^^ must be applied. According to this principle,

the relative intensities of the vibrational bands of an

electronic transition depend on the changes in the geometrical

structure due to electronic excitation. If the potential
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functions in the two electronic states are nearly alike,

giving rise to similar internuclear distances and vibrational

frequencies, then the vibrational overlap integral will be

different from zero only if none of the vibrational quantum

numbers change. In this case, Ai/.=0 for all vibrational

quantum numbers. There would be one band of outstanding

intensity, the 0-0 band, followed by sequence bands. If on

the other hand, the equilibrium position of the nuclei changes

in going from one electronic state to another and if this

change is most nearly represented by the vibrational mode v.,

bands with Lv.tO will occur strongly. If the equilibrium

position change is large, the maximum intensity is no longer

at i/.'=0. Qualitatively, the vibrational modes which are

associated with structural changes will be active in the

spectrum forming progressions.

In general , the excited state geometry for a polyatomic

molecule differs from that of the ground state. For the

electronic excitation of the n >ir* type, an electron is

placed in an antibonding orbital, tt*, which has a higher

energy than the n nonbonding orbital. The molecule tends to

minimize this excess energy by rearranging its structure to

decrease the antibonding character and to achieve stability.

As expressed in Walsh's rules^, if an antibonding p atomic

orbital is converted to an s atomic orbital, then the energy

should diminish. In molecules with the carbonyl chromophore,
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this can be accomplished by distorting the molecule from a

planar to nonplanar configuration. As the molecule distorts

from the plane, the tt orbital changes from a pure p atomic

orbital on the carbon centre to an sp' hybrid orbital. This

behaviour is expected for formic acid, giving rise to

deformation of the planar structure. In addition, the C=0

bond should extend.

A nonplanar molecule can be characterized by two distinct

equilibrium configurations which are related to each other by

an inversion of the nuclei at the centre of mass. The

potential function for the out-of-plane displacement of an

atom in formic acid would have a double minimum, with a

central barrier expressing the stability of the molecule as

distortion occurs. Figure 7 shows the correlation of the

energy levels for a planar, slightly nonplanar and rigidly

nonplanar molecule. The potential energy^'^ for the out-of-

plane vibration can be described by:

V(Q) = ^+Ae"'*^' (4-10)

where Q is the normal coordinate and A and a are constants

which depend upon a scaling factor, a shape factor and the

reduced barrier height for the function.
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Figure 7

Correlation diagram for the energy levels of

rigidly planar and flexible nonplanar structures





n
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(III) Rotational Structure

Each of the vibronic bands of an electronic system has

a fine structure which is due to the transitions between the

various rotational quantum states of vibronic levels. This

fine structure, if resolvable is often complex.

For a three-dimensional rigid body such as a molecule,

the rotation is resolved into rotational components about

three mutually perpendicular principal axes through the centre

of mass for the system. A body then, has three principal

moments of inertia, I , I^, and I ; one about each axes where'a' b' c

I <Iu<I by convention. By definition^,

N 2

Ij = X "^i ^i
^"^-^^^

i =1

where r. is the perpendicular distance from mass m. to the j

axis.

From these moments of inertia a set of rotational constants

describing an electronic state can be evaluated:

A = (h/87r^clj

B = (h/87r^cljj) (4.12)

C = (h/87r^cl^)

where h is Planck's constant

c is the velocity of light

and Ig/Ifj and I^ are the principal moments of inertia
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The rotational energy^' of an asymmetric rotor is given

by

KF(j,K) = i(A + C)j(j+l)+|-(A-C)E (4.13)

where J is the quantum number associated with the total

angular momentum and K is the asymmetry parameter. The

parameter describing the degree of asymmetry is presented as

.2B-A-C,
K = (4.14)AC

When B=C and ii=-l , the expression becomes that for a prolate

symmetric rotor. The energy is represented by

F(J,K) = BJ(J+1) + (A-B)K^ (4.15)

where ¥ = (B+C)/2

and K is the quantum number for the component of the angular

momentum along the top (internuclear) axis, a axis.

In the ground state, formic acid is a near-prolate symmetric

top. For asymmetric top molecules, the selection rules,

AJ=0,±1 and AK=0,±1 apply. The selection rule for the quantum

number J leads to the three branches P, Q and R in the

rotational structure of a band. For an A-type band, AK=0

which corresponds to a parallel component of the transition

moment for the electronic transition. For the B and C-type
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bands, AK=±1 giving a component perpendicular to the top axis.

To compute a rotational band contour in the asymmetric rigid

rotor approximation, a computer program called Parkin^^ was

utilized.

The rotational constants for the excited state of formic

acid are expected to be different from the ground state

values. In this study, estimates of A', B' and C have been

made by choosing the calculated asymmetric top contours for

type A, type B and type C bands that most closely represent

the observed K subband heads and the J structure of the

rotational spectrum of the 0°^ band. The planarity or

nonplanarity of the molecule can be expressed in terms of the

inertial defect

A = 16.858
iC

" A " B
2 (4.16)amuA

/

For the computation, the maximum K value was 15 and the

transitions were calculated up to a J value of 50. The ground

state rotational constants and the centrifugal distortion

constants used were those determined by Bellet et al.^^ In

addition, the excited state rotational constants evaluated by

Ng and Bell^^ were preliminarily used. From the symmetric top

approximation, the K numbering for the theoretical C-type band

using the above values was decided and compared to the
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experimental contour for the ''q branches which appear as the

main head forming features. From this point, the procedure

outlined by Ng and Bell^® was followed to approximate the

values of the excited state rotational constants. From the

K numbering a plot of the K subband spacing versus K could be

made for the experimental contour. This graph should be a

straight line with slope 2AA-2AB where AA=A'-A", AB=B'-B", and

B=(B+C)/2. To estimate AB, the spacing of the J lines in a

P branch of a particular K subband in the experimental

spectrum was considered. The spacing is given by 2ABJ-2B".

The observed J lines were approximately equally spaced and

corresponded to J«15. From this value and the slope of the

above plot, a value for A' was found. Approximate values of

B' and C were obtained from the asymmetry parameter. Type

A, type B and type C contours were next calculated while

slightly adjusting the rotational constants until the contours

corresponded as close as possible to the experimental

rotational contour.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL

(I) Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Fluorescence spectroscopy is based on the emission of

radiation by a sample. Lasers provide a selective means for

populating excited states, and the study of spectra generated

by the emission of radiation as these states decay is known

as laser-induced fluorescence.^ A block diagram of the

instrumentation used for the laser-induced fluorescence

studies of formic acid is given in Figure 8.

The laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation spectra

of gas phase HCOOH (Aldrich, 96%), DCOOH (MSD Isotopes, 98.8

atom %D) , HCOOD (MSD Isotopes, 98.1 atom %D) and DCOOD (MSD

Isotopes, 98.9 atom %D) were recorded in a slow flow system

at 60 C. The samples were degassed by freeze-pump-thaw

cycles prior to experimentation. A pulsed (20 Hz) HyperYAG-

750 NdrYAG laser operating at the third harmonic, 355 nm, was

used to pump a Hyperdye-300 grazing incidence dye laser,

producing tunable radiation in the region of 580-490 nm with

Coumarin 540A and 500 (Exciton) laser dyes. The dye laser

output was frequency doubled (HyperTRAC-1000) by angle-tuned,

temperature stabilized crystals, KD*P (265-280 nm) or KB5

(2 50-265 nm) , and directed to a 20-cm pyrex T-cell equipped

with quartz windows and a series of light baffles to minimize
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Figure 8

Schematic diagram of the instrumentation

for Laser-induced fluorescence
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scattered light. The fluorescence cell contained 1 Torr of

formic acid and the cell pressures for the isotopes were

typically 0.2-0.8 Torr. Figure 9 depicts the path of the

laser beam through the fluorescence cell compartment. The

spectral linewidth of the laser beam was about 0.1 cm"\

Emission was collected at right angles to the excitation

source and detected with a cooled photomultiplier (EMI

9816QB) . A 350 nm cutoff filter was placed immediately before

the photomultiplier to discriminate against the excitation

source. Signals from the photomultiplier tube were processed

by a gated integrator (EG&G PAR Model 162) before

digitization. The spectra were obtained at increment rates

of 0.25 and 0.05 cm" . The fluorescence spectra were recorded

digitally using a homebuilt data acquisition system described

on
by Rutherford et al. All the data was acquired and

processed using an IBM PC. A photograph of the experimental

set-up in the laboratory is shown in Figure 10.

The laser power was simultaneously monitored using a

commercial joulemeter (Molectron Model J305) positioned after

the fluorescence cell. For the spectra in the region 37300-

40500 cm'\ the intensity signal of the laser was constant,

but insufficient in comparison to the weak emission to give

properly ratioed spectra. Similarly, the spectrum of formic

acid in the region 35900-37500 cm'^ has not been corrected for

laser intensity. Due to a noisy and greatly fluctuating power
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Figure 9

Diagram of the optical light path through

the fluorescence excitation cell
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Figure 10

Photograph of the experimental set-up

in the laboratory for

fluorescence spectroscopy
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spectrum, normalization introduces distortion in the spectrum.

An optogalvanic spectrum of an Ar filled uranium hollow-

cathode lamp excited by the dye laser fundamental was also

simultaneously recorded and served as a reference for

calibration of the excitation spectra. A portion of the laser

beam was diverted by use of a beamsplitter and focused onto

the discharge region of the hollow-cathode lamp. This method

of frequency calibration makes use of the optogalvanic effect.

When the frequency of the laser corresponds to an atomic

transition of a species in the discharge, a change in the

population of metastable states is produced and detected by

measuring the voltage changes across the discharge tube.^^

The observed uranium and argon lines were assigned using the

UV-visible reference lines catalogued in the M.I.T. Wavelength

82Tables. The reference wavelength data versus the nominal

laser wavelength were fitted to a third-degree polynomial

using the data manipulation routines accompanying the data

acquistion system. From this equation, the calibrated

wavelengths for the fluorescence excitation spectra were

calculated. Furthermore, an ASCII file representing the

calibrated spectrum as X-Y pairs of numbers was created, using

the data acquisition options to produce plots of the

fluorescence spectra with the HP LaserJet Series II printer

and the software package, Sigmaplot.
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Figure 11

Schematics of the Photoacoustic cell
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(III) Supersonic Jet Spectroscopy

When a gas expands from a high-pressure tank through a

properly defined orifice into a low-pressure discharge

chamber, a supersonic jet emerges in which the thermal energy

originally present becomes converted into a directed mass

flow.®^ This rapid expansion into a vacuum cools the

molecules to low temperatures and depopulates the rotational

levels leading to a simplified molecular spectra.^

Supersonic jets can be used as a source for gas phase

molecular spectroscopy. Figure 12 shows the supersonic jet

apparatus used for the HCOOH experiments. A laser beam is

crossed with a jet as a means for exciting molecular

fluorescence

.

Attempts to obtain the supersonic jet spectrum of formic

acid were unsuccessful. The pressures in the 20 cm x 20 cm

vacuum chamber were maintained in the range of lO'^-lO'^ Torr

utilizing a mechanical booster (Edwards EH500) and a high

vacuum pump (Edwards E2M80) . The nozzle was 0.3 mm in

diameter and placed 10 nozzle diameters from the laser source.

The 355 nm third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser was used to pump

the dye laser operated on Coumarin 500 (536-490 nm) (Exciton)

.

Frequency doubled output was generated with a KD*P crystal and

harmonic separator, similar to the LIF experiments. The laser

beam entered and exited the chamber through 15-cm baffle arms

equipped with Brewster windows. Emission was detected
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Figure 12

Description of the cell compartment set-up

used for supersonic jet spectroscopy

A) Photograph of the nozzle and vacuum chamber

B) Laser path in the supersonic jet (top view)
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at 90 degrees to both the jet and the laser beam with a cooled

photomultiplier (EMI 9816QB) . A 350 nm filter was placed

immediately before the photomultiplier to discriminate against

the excitation source. Signals from the photomultiplier were

processed with a gated integrator/boxcar averager (PAR 162)

and displayed on a stripchart recorder. For the experiment,

argon was saturated with formic acid by bubbling Ar through

approximately 1 cm of HCOOH liquid kept at 0°C. Benzene was

preliminarily utilized as a standard at 0°C to optimize the

optical alignment of the supersonic jet. Maintaining the

formic acid sample at room temperature and modifying the

carrier gas to helium also did not improve the weak signal;

therefore, the supersonic jet spectrum of HCOOH could not be

recorded.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(I) Fluorescence Excitation Spectra

Fluorescence results from a molecular system being

excited into an upper state by absorption of radiation and

then decaying back to a lower state. ^ In particular, the

electronic transition, n >ir* , in the carbonyl chromophore

of a molecule, such as formic acid, involves the promotion of

the system to the excited electronic state S^ . The emission

of radiation from this singlet state to the ground electronic

Sq state, a spin and symmetry allowed transition for HCOOH,

describes the phenomenon of fluorescence. The main processes

which occur are excitation (5.1) followed by fluorescence

(5.2)

:

A(Sj,) + hi/ > A*(S/) (5.1)

A*(S/) > A(So) + hv^ (5.2)

where the * refers to the electronically excited molecule and

V, the excited vibronic state.

In this work, a laser has been used to induce the

fluorescence of formic acid from the S^ state. From these

studies the lifetime of formic acid in the S^ state has been

estimated to be 10-20 ns. Figures 13-16 show the laser
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Figure 13

Laser induced fluorescence excitation spectrum

of formic acid, HCOOH from 37300 - 40500 cm'^

Experimental Conditions:

A) 0.25 cm'^ resolution

B) 1 Torr pressure

C) 60° C
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Figure 14

Laser induced fluorescence excitation spectrum

of formic acid, HCOOD from 37300 - 40500 cm'^

Experimental Conditions:

A) 0.25 cm"^ resolution

B) 0.8 Torr pressure

C) 60° C
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Figure 15

Laser induced fluorescence excitation spectrum

of formic acid, DCOOH from 37300 - 40500 cm"^

Experimental Conditions:

A) 0.25 cm'^ resolution

B) 0.5 Torr pressure

C) 60° C
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Figure 16

Laser induced fluorescence excitation spectrum

of formic acid, DCOOD from 37300 - 40500 cm"^

Experimental Conditions:

A) 0.2 5 cm'^ resolution

B) 0.2 Torr pressure

C) 60° C
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induced fluorescence excitation spectra of the four

isotopomers of formic acid in the UV region (268-246 nm) . In

addition, the 278-266 nm laser excitation spectrum of HCOOH

has been recorded and is depicted in Figure 17. Tables 6 and

7 collect the wavenumbers of the observed band heads. The

strongest band in the latter region has a sharp K-type

rotational fine structure. This band was recorded at a higher

resolution than the former spectra: the rotational spectrum

obtained is given in Figure 18. Table 8 lists the wavenumbers

of the proposed ''q^ heads. Calibration plots corresponding

to all these spectra are produced in Figure 19. As a brief

overview, the spectra of HCOOH and HCOOD are remarkably clear

at the long wavelength end and the bands show an open K-type

rotational fine structure. The corresponding spectra of the

species, DCOOH and DCOOD, are weaker and hence are somewhat

less well defined.

From the high resolution study of Ng and Bell*°, the

rotational contour of the band at 38546 cm'^ was synthesized

as a hybrid composed of A, B and C type bands with intensity

ratios 1:1:2. The presence of a strong C type component means

that the near UV system is electric dipole allowed as

previously discussed (Section 2.1) and can be given the

assignment 0°^. This absorption system was attributed to the

n >7r* electronic transition in the carbonyl group of formic

acid. The starting point for the analysis of the emission
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Figure 17

Laser induced fluorescence excitation spectrum

of formic acid, HCOOH from 35900 - 37500 cm*^

Experimental Conditions:

A) 0.25 cm"^ resolution

B) 1 Torr pressure

C) 60° C
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TKESLE 6: OBSERVED BAND HEAES^ IN "fflE EJCCETATICN SEBCERA OF FORMIC ACID:

BOOCH, HCOOD

assign. mode

HOOCH HOOOD

position displacement position displacement

0%
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TAEDLE 7: OBSERVED BAND HEADS^ IN THE EJCCTEffllCN SFECIKA. OF KXMIC ACID:

DOOCH, DCrOD

IXXXM DCOOD

assign. mode position displacement position displacement

0%
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Figure 18

The rotational spectrum of the 0°^ band of HCOOH

recorded at 1 Torr, 60° C, and

0.05 cm"^ resolution
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TKELE 8: OBSERVED RQJj^ SOBBAND HEAES IN THE GCOWrXCNAL SFBCIHGM OF IHE

0% BAND IN KX5MIC ACID

cm"-^

4 37394.1

5 37384.3

6 37373.3

7 37360.8

8 37346.9

9 37331.8

10 37314.7
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Figure 19

Plots of the residuals versus literature values

for the U/Ar lines identified for the

calibration of the experimental spectra
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spectra involved locating the origin of this electronic

transition.

In the 37000-40500 cm'^ spectrum of HCOOH (Figure 13)

,

the band at 37431.5 cm"' undergoes a +3 0.0 cm'' blue shift to

37461.5 cm"' in the spectrum of HCOOD (Figure 14). From this

isotope shift, these vibrational bands are assigned as the

respective electronic origins of the S^< S^ transition. A

similar +14.0 cm"' isotope shift is observed for the first

band in DCOOH (Figure 15) and this is further shifted to +47.8

cm"' in DCOOD (Figure 16). The magnitude of the 14.0 cm"'

aldehyde hydrogen isotope shift is expected and must be the

consequence of the small amplitude but high frequency wagging

mode, l/g=1033 cm"' in the S state converting into a large

amplitude inversion motion in the upper S state. This effect

is evident for the CHOF/CDOF pair of isotopomers where the

origin isotope shift is observed to be 16 cm"'.^^ The source

of the large isotope effect which is observed when the OH

hydrogen is deuterated must be derived from a complimentary

effect; namely, the j/^=642 cm"' torsional mode in the ground

state converts into a large amplitude mode of low frequency

as a result of a nonplanar distortion of the hydroxide

hydrogen atom. On the basis then of the origin isotope

effect, double quanta of the antisymmetric mode Qg and Q

should be active in the UV spectrum as type C bands. The

activity of these modes is due to the nonplanar distortions
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which accompany the electronic excitation.

The second band in the HCOOH spectrum at +251.2 cm'^ has

about three times the strength of the origin band. The

corresponding interval of +208.5 cm'^ in HCOOD allows these

bands to be assigned to the torsional mode 9^ band. The

third band which is located at 378.7 cm'^ in HCOOH has similar

structural features to the 9^ band and is identified as 9^ .

This torsional mode is also active in the spectra of the other

species. The other vibrational modes were found to be less

active in the spectra; nevertheless, could be located as

suborigins for the well defined torsional mode. For HCOOH,

the Q^(0-C=0) in-plane bending mode was observed as a weak

band at 403.5 cm'^ and Qj(C=0) as a band at +1115.2 cm"^

These modes were also assigned in the spectra of the other

isotopomers. Lastly, the first quantum of Qg, the CH aldehyde

wagging mode, does not create a strong band in the spectrum

of HCOOH. A comparison of the HCOOH and DCOOH spectra showed

that a band at 865.4 cm"^ in the hydrogen compound shifts to

715.0 cm' in the spectrum of the deuterated species. This

interval was assigned to the 8^^ transition. It correlated

with the corresponding intervals in formyl fluoride^* and

formyl choride^^ of 924 and 752 cm'\ respectively. This mode

has also been identified in the HCOOD and DCOOD spectra. The

progressions involving the modes v , v , v and v were

assigned as far as possible in the spectra of the four
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isotopomers of formic acid. The short wavelength end of the

spectra, unlike the rest of the spectra of the formic acid

isotopomers, is complex and assignments of these bands were

not clear.

One difficulty with the assignments is the labelling of

the wagging and torsional transitions. As the barrier for

inversion by the v. wagging motion is expected to be fairly

high, the transitions to the lower member of the inversion

doublet 0*, will result in a type C band (0° ) . On the other

hand, transitions to the upper member 0", give rise to a band

of AB mixed polarization (8 .) due to vibronic coupling

(Section 2.1). The situation for v^, the other out-of-plane

vibration, is somewhat different. In the molecular orbital

calculations which follow, the difference between the anti and

syn conformer in the S, excited electronic state is about 338

cm'\ Since the first torsional level of the anti species of

HCOOH is located at Tq+251.2 cm"\ a value below the

equilibrium position of the syn isomer, it will not be

accompanied by an inversion doublet. Consequently, the first

torsional transition, which is observed at 37682.7 cm"^ in

HCOOH is given the label 9^^ rather than 9^^.

For HCOOH, the vibrational spectrum was extended to

include the 35900-37500 cm'^ region (Figure 17)

.

Unfortunately, only one band could be identified, 0° .

Although other sharp bands appear, their assignment is not
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definite. This o'^^ was also recorded at higher resolution to

view the rotational fine structure in greater detail. At the

high frequency end of the observed rovibronic spectrum, for

low K and high J values, the subbands are congested and

complex. At the other end of the spectrum; however, for low

J and high K values, the subbands are distinct and well

separated from each other. These were assigned to the ""q

heads (Figure 18) . The centre of the band was estimated to

be at 37418.0 cm"\ The spacing between these band heads

decreases towards the high frequency end, indicating that the

rotational constants for the upper electronic state are

different from those of the lower electronic state. Spectra

of A-type, B-type and C-type bands were computed and compared

to the observed spectrum to determine the origin band type.

These contours and the observed spectrum are shown in Figure

20. The observed band appears to be of mixed A, B and C

polarization. The ratios have not been determined, but the

contributions for the band types near the band centre are

depicted in the observed 0°^ band (Figure 20) by hatched and

solid lines. From this analysis, approximate values for the

excited state rotational constants were determined: A'=1.8619,

B'=0.4073 and C'=0.3387 cm""".
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Figure 20

Observed 0°^ band and the computed A-type,

B-type and C-type bands

The hatched area denoted by /
is for type A, solid line for
type B and the hatched area
denoted by \ is for type C
contributions to the observed
band
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(II) Theoretical Calculations

Ab initio methods are powerful tools for determining the

properties of molecular systems. In this study, the

theoretical computations were carried out with the Gaussian

86 system of programs. The structure and dynamics of the

formic acid monomer for the S , T, (n,7r*) triplet state and

the corresponding S,(n,7r*) state were evaluated. These

calculations were undertaken to aid in the assignment of the

observed UV spectrum.

The first excited singlet and triplet states of carbonyl

molecules are derived from the electronic configuration

(n)^(7r*)^ and have similar properties. For example, in the

case of the carbonyl prototype CH^O, the S^T^ pair of states

have structures which are nonplanar by 34.0/41.1 degrees and

barrier heights to molecular inversion of 350.3/775.6 cm'^.^^

Likewise, the C=0 bond lengths are similar, 1.323/1.307 A.

Initially, for the ease of computation the Hartree-Fock

procedure was used to describe the S and T states. These

findings were utilized in the interpretation of the excitation

spectra as the S^ and T^ states are expected to have similar

characteristics. This assumption was further reaffirmed when

less extensive calculations with the GVB technique were

carried out for the S^ and S states.

Tables 9 and 10 list the total energies and optimised

molecular geometries obtained by the analytic energy gradient
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•mESLE 9: MDIECDIAR STOUCTORE OF KXMIC ACID IN 'IHE Sq GRDOND

AND Tj. EIBCI»2NIC STftlES^

r(C=0) r(CH) r(CO) r(CH) a{CCM) a(OCH) a(CXX)) 9 (tor) a(oap)

Sq ground ETECrRONIC STATE

A 1.1819 1.0835 1.3227 0.9533 108.71 124.74 124.87 0.0 0.0

B 1.1756 1.0900 1.3283 0.9481 111.52 123.17 122.98 180.0 0.0

C 1.1743 1.0873 1.3510 0.9504 111.76 122.98 123.96 95.11 0.0
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TABLE 10: TCHMi ENERGY OF FCMCC ACID IN THE Sq AND Tj ELECnOOIC STATES

Structure^ ENERGY (a.u.) RELATIVE ENERGY (cm"^)

Sq ground ELECnOO:C STATE

A -188.762309667 0.000

B -188.752546012 2142.873

C -188.740660317 4751.482

Ti EXCITED ELECTRCmiC STATE

D -188.648594477 0.000

E -188.646480077 464.057

F -188.645367933 708.145

G -188.644183452 968.108

H -188.636110898 2739.826

I -188.631125772 3833.936

J -188.630330829 4008.405

a) see figure 22.
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method within the Hartree-Fock approximation. The RHF

procedure was used for the S^ state and the UHF method for the

T, state. A 6-3 IG* basis set was used for each state. The

Sg calculations for the geometries are a replicate of the

results listed in Table 1 using the same level of SCF theory.

For the fully optimised anti conformer, structure A, the SCF

calculation yielded a total energy of -188.76230 Hartrees.

This value is to be compared with a total energy of -189.3 5757

Hartrees obtained^^ using a larger basis set, MP3/6-311+G*,

corrected for electron correlation. The optimised syn

conformer, structure B, calculated at -188.75254 Hartrees is

2142.9 cm'^ higher in energy. This value is higher than the

experimental anti-syn energy difference which was determined

to be 1365 cm'\

Vibrational frequencies were calculated by the analytical

SCF second derivative technique. A comparison of the

calculated and observed infrared frequencies for the anti

rotamer, in Table 11, shows good agreement. The values

obtained for the syn isomer display significant frequency

shifts. For example, i/j(C=0) anti is calculated to absorb at

1832 cm' in the infrared, whereas the corresponding band in

the syn species is predicted to be at 1872 cra"\ A

description of the vibrational frequencies of the normal mode

coordinates for anti and syn HCOOH in the ground state is

given in Figure 21. The calculated frequencies for anti HCOOH
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TAHTE 11: VIBRATICNaL n?E3QCJH*CIES OF KXMTC ACID IN THE Sg

AND Ti EIECroCNIC STATES^
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Figure 21

Description of the vibrational frequencies of the

normal mode coordinates for Anti and Syn HCOOH,

respectively in the S state
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resemble those obtained using a DZ+P basis set (Table 2) for

the monomer. The first four frequencies, v^, . . . ,v^, may be

considered to be valence vibrations; that is, their

vibrational motion is localized in one or two bonds in the

molecule. The remaining vibrations are due to skeletal

motions; thus, the labels to these normal coordinates are only

approximate.

The description of the excited state structure and

dynamics is more complex. The optimization procedure revealed

a number of minima, maxima and saddle points in the

vibrational potential. The total energies, bond lengths and

bond angles for these structures are given in Tables 9 and 10.

A minimum in the T, energy was found for structure D. The

geometry of this equilibrium conformer of formic acid is

somewhat unusual, in that the torsional and wagging angles,

67.99 and 45.87 degrees, respectively, are directed out of the

opposite sides of the 0-C=0 molecular plane, in an anti

configuration. A second structure D* which is isoenergetic

with D, is obtained by inverting the torsional and wagging

angles to -67.99 and -45.87 degrees. These points can be

represented by Newman projection diagrams on a potential

surface which is given in Figure 22. Structure I, at 383 3.9

cm'^ above D, has both OH and CH groups in the plane of the

molecule. It lies at a position of maximum potential energy

and may be regarded as the transition state for the D-D*
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Figure 22

Newman projection diagrams illustrating the Molecular

structure of formic acid in the ground

Sjj and T, excited electronic states

The horizontal axis is defined by the 0-C=0
molecular plane with the CH and OH hydrogens denoted
as solid and hatched circles, respectively. The
carbonyl oxygen is drawn as an open circle. The
bracketed values are the optimised energy points in
cm'^ relative to the equilibrium positions which are
scaled to cm"\ The asterisks refer to structures
which are related by the nonrigid switch operation.
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inversion process. The second stable conformer, E, lies 464.1

cm'^ above D and has the torsional and wagging hydrogens

directed on the same side of the 0-C=0 frame by -58.29 and

40.71 degrees. Inversion of this structure through I leads

to the isoenergetic structure E*. Saddle points F, G, and H,

with one unbound coordinate, were calculated to have energies

of 708.1, 968.1 and 2739.8 cm'\ The least stable position

of maxima, J, corresponds to a syn planar configuration and

is 4008.4 cm'^ above D.

The vibrational frequencies calculated for the T.

structure D are collected together in Table 11 along with the

observed S^ frequency intervals. The agreement for the

»/j(C=0) stretching mode (calc=1132, obs=1115 cm"^) is

surprisingly good, as the level of calculations considered

here tends to overestimate the C=0 bond length for the T

states. The frequency for the wagging mode, u {K-C oop) is

calculated to be 910 cm'^ in agreement with the observed

interval of 865 cm"\ This is not unreasonable, since the

barrier to inversion along the path D-I-D* is high, 3834 cra.'\

In this case, the bottom of the well would be governed by a

potential which is largely quadratic and would allow the

vibrational frequencies to be calculated in the harmonic

approximation. The observed activity in the i/^(0-C=0) bending

mode is not unexpected, since the frequency in the two states

is quite different (Sq/T^=623/430 cm''') . Moreover, the
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calculated 0-C=0 angle in the S^/T^ states is 124.87/113.55

degrees (HF approximation) . This reduction in bond angle in

the excited state leads to a larger rotational constant about

the a principal axis, resulting in the open K-type rotational

structure evident in the spectra. The vibrational frequencies

for the J/^(H-0 oop) mode in the S^j/T^ states are 644/272 cm"l

This is a consequence of the differing barriers to anti-syn

conversion. The out-of-plane displacement is described by a

large amplitude twisting motion of low frequency which

contributes to the flexibility of the molecule in the excited

state. The displacements for the normal vibrations of formic

acid are given in Tables 12 and 13. Unlike the ground state,

these frequencies all have contributions in the x, y, z

directions, making their description difficult.

Lastly, the results from the GVB technique utilizing the

6-31G* basis set will be discussed. The S^ and S, equilibrium

structures are reported in Table 14 and the corresponding

energies are given Table 15. Photographic depictions of the

anti and syn conformers in these two states are shown in

Figure 23. These diagrams were made by inputting the x, y,

and z values derived from the . computations for each of the

geometries into a program called Alchemy for the IBM computer.

The values for the bonds lengths and angles in this

calculation for the S^ state are similar to those obtained

using the HF approximation (Table 9) . Thus, the two methods
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TABLE 12: DISEEACEMENIS FCR "fflE NCSMAL VTERATICNS OF ANTI PCBMIC ACID? IN

THE T^ SnOS

>(CO) H/r-i(C-H) '(C-O) H (O-H)

^1
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JT^HTK 13: DISEEACEMENTS KXl THE NC»MAL VIBRATICNS OF SYN PCSMIC AdD^ IN

THE T^ yTTATR

'(OO) H/r-i(C-H) '(C-O) H (0-H)

yi

^3

(X) 0.00666
(y) -0.01692
(z) 0.06042

-0.02892
0.36392
0.01041

0.01850
0.00146
0.13891

-0.02866
0.01390
-0.03812

0.42678
-0.13259
-0.01613

-0.01516
-0.02302
-0.03962

0.02582
-0.07025
0.13438

0.10248
0.32022
0.09666

0.03304
0.57189

-0.70112

-0.01045
-0.04347
-0.04019

-0.38319
-0.17883
-0.01551

-0.02165
-0.00402
-0.01361

0.51559
0.74100
0.38905

-0.44991

0.28903
0.28150

0.33082
-0.16009
-0.15092

0.07383
0.32142

-0.00720

-0.22353
-0.19765
0.01077

0.60471
0.30209
0.08274

0.16025
-0.07381
-0.02388

-0.47959

0.17902
0.21096

V^

0.25818
-0.12161
-0.01994

-0.02462
0.09547

-0.10314

-0.05243
-0.05028
-0.00339

-0.01809
-0.02572
0.01061

0.90717
-0.11989
0.05218

0.17131
-0.09589
0.21467

-0.19316
0.14441
0.01781

-0.02735
-0.01840
0.06885

-0.08354
0.07384
-0.04357

0.84305
-0.34058
-0.24772

Vr,

0.23271
0.06101

-0.01799

0.00666
-0.06925
-0.04444

0.00003
0.00089

-0.00102

-0.06338
-0.03475
0.02515

-0.00044
-0.00049
-0.00122

0.00004
-0.00016
0.00008

-0.95890
-0.07307
0.02508

-0.07103
0.82033
0.56141

0.00287
-0.00469
-0.00016

-0.05515
-0.00455
-0.01068

0.00002
0.00076
-0.00106

-0.00685
0.03311
-0.05223

0.06920
-0.02959
-0.04048

-0.00168
-0.00008

0.00381

0.10496
-0.52881
0.83990

a) syn refers to structure E in Figure 22.
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TABLE 14: Ca^IOJIAUD MDIECUIAR SHWCIURE OF PQBMIC ACID IN THE Sq GRDOND

AND Si EEECTODNIC STftlES^

r(O0) r(CH) r((X)) r(CH) a (COR) a(OCH) a (OCX)) e(tor) a(oc:p)

Sq ground EiEcnonic state

a 1.1824 1.0840 1.3234 0.9535 108.63 124.69 125.06 0.0 0.0

b 1.1761 1.0912 1.3287 0.9484 111.50 123.47 122.93 180.0 0.0

Si EXCITED ELECTRCiOiC STATE

d 1.3743 1.0771 1.3515 0.9492 110.42 -122.63 112.87 63.66 45.76

e 1.3701 1.0821 1.3499 0.9524 110.71 -118.72 112.35 -47.91 41.32

a) in A and degrees. See figure 23 for a description of the above structures.
These calculations involved the GVB approxiination with a 6-3IG* basis set.
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TPiBLE 15: GAimLATED TOmL ENERGY OF PCBMtC ACID IN THE Sq AND

Si ELECTRCNIC STftTES

Structure^ ENEI«?if (a.u.) RELATIVE ENERGY (cm ^)

Sq ground electronic state

a -188.7747569936 0.000

b -188.7648402037 2174.995

S^ EXCITED ELECTRONIC STATE

d -188,6336441178 0.000

e -188.6321054319 337.991

a) see figure 23.
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Figure 2 3

Photographs of the calculated ground state and

singlet excited state geometries of Anti and

Syn formic acid, respectively

A) Top photograph displays the planar S form.

B) Bottom photograph depicts the nonplanar S.

species. For the nonplanar case, the diagram
is shown looking along the C-0 bond.
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are complementary. In the ground state, the anti-syn

difference is calculated to be 2175 cm'^ with the anti

conformer at lower energy. In comparison to the HF results;

however, the energy of the anti species is approximately 2730

cm'^ below the HF energy, a substantial improvement to the

total energy.

The S. and T^ results are also quite similar. The most

marked differences appear in the C=0 bond length and the

torsional angles. For the S. calculation, the C=0 bond length

increases in the S^ state: S^T^ is 1.3743/1.3610 A for the

anti conformer and 1.3701/1.3556 A for the syn species. The

OH torsional angles in S^T^ values are 67.99/63.66 degrees

for anti and -58.29/-47.91 degrees for syn formic acid.

In the S, excited state the two conformers are separated

by 338 cm'\ a value slightly smaller than the 464 cm'

determined for the HF calculation. Using the GVB calculated

results, the excited singlet state is located at 3 971 cm'^

above the S. ground state. The equilibrium rotational

constants and dipole moments for the S. and S, states are

given in Table 16. For the ground state, these values are in

agreement with the experimental findings (Table 2) . For the

S, state, the A rotational constant decreases significantly

from the S. value in accordance with the experimental

rotational contour results. The total dipole moment for the

anti and syn species in this S, state are analogous at





TABLE 16: CAIOILATED BODHiIERIUM RDTATICNAL GONSTftNTS AND DHOIE

ICMENTS PCR THE Sq AND S^ SEATES
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1.186/1.757 Debyes, respectively, different from the S^

findings. In summary then, for the calculations involving the

S, state, it is clear that the properties of the S. and T.

states are similar; justifying the use of the T, calculated

data in the assignment of the observed S, spectrum.
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CHAPTER 6

REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

The vapour phase absorption spectrum of formic acid which

arises from an n >%* electron promotion consists of a

complex of bands which are built onto the side of a strong

absorption continuum. The fluorescence excitation spectrum

of formic acid in this region is greatly simplified and

consists of a group of bands which display a well defined

rotational fine structure. A comparison of the deuterium-

hydrogen frequency shifts among the four isotopomers of formic

acid allowed the origin to be assigned to the band at 37431.5

cm'\ The modes »/j(c=0), 1/^(0-0=0), i'g(CH) and i^^COH) were

observed to form intervals in the spectrum. The activity of

the v^ torsional mode in the vibrational spectrum is of

particular interest; it results from an S, equilibrium

configuration where the OH group is twisted from the 0-C=0

frame of the molecule. The activity of the v mode

demonstrates that the CH bond is also displaced from the

molecular plane. Both the aldehyde and the hydroxy groups

would be distorted from the 0-C=0 molecular frame, which would

result in a complex equilibrium structure for S^ formic acid.

The rotational analysis of the 0°^ band of formic acid

showed that this band is a hybrid composite built from A, B

and C type bands. The rotational origin is predicted to be

at 37418.0 cm"^; however, the polarization of this band was
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not determined as the resolution of the rotational structure

was not adequate to obtain a definitive rotational assignment.

Thus, the splitting for the 0*-0' levels and consequently the

barrier height to inversion of the formyl hydrogen was not

determined. Nevertheless, the rotational band contour

analysis showed that the greatest change in the rotational

constant is for the A"/A' pair: 2.5855/1.8619 cm'\ From the

estimated rotational constants for the excited state the

inertial defect is calculated to be approximately -5.8 amu A^.

The magnitude and sign of this value once again confirms the

nonplanar nature of the molecule in the excited state.

Although the excited state parameters were not derived

rigorously, the important changes in the molecule are in the

C=0 bond length, the OCO angle and the nonplanarity due to

the formyl and hydroxyl hydrogens.

The equilibrium structure and the dynamics of the S , T

and S^ states of formic acid were evaluated by ab initio SCF

theory using a 6-3 IG* basis set. The calculations correctly

showed that the anti was more stable than the syn conformer

in the lower electronic state, although the calculated

2140/2180 cm'^ energy differences for the HF/GVB pair were

substantially larger than the experimental value of 1365 cm'\

The structures calculated for the S^ and T^ states were more

complex, but similar. For the S^ state the stable equilibrium

configuration was calculated to have the OH and CH bonds
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twisted from the 0-C=0 frame by 63.66 and 45.86 degrees,

respectively. The calculations predicted a second

conformation with torsional and wagging angles of -47.91 and

41.32 degrees. This form is less stable by 338 cm'\

The geometry of formic acid changes considerably in the

S excited electronic state. The ab initio calculations show

that the C=0 bond length increases while the 0-C=0 angle

decreases upon excitation for the anti species. A similar

trend is observed for the syn conformer. The formyl and

hydroxyl hydrogens also contribute to the unusual structure

of the molecule as they adopt out-of-plane behaviour. As in

the ground state, two conformers are possible; however, in

this case the barrier height to anti-syn conversion is lower,

Sjj/S,«2100/350 cm"^ with the anti species being the most

stable form for both states.

For the ground state, the different bonding effects in

the anti and syn isomers result in small structural

differences in the calculated angles and bond lengths. The

contribution of the resonance structure

H
\

c = o

O- H+
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is expected to stabilize the anti isomer as a result of the

electrostatic attraction between the H+ and O- atoms. The

shortening of the C=0 and the lengthening of the C-0 bonds of

-0.006 and +0.007 A, respectively for the anti relative to the

syn species may be attributed to this effect. On the other

hand, for the S state, the wagging and torsion in the

molecule leads to complexity as the CH and OH groups are

distorted from the molecular frame. The anti species is still

the predominant isomer; however, as the energy values for the

two forms are not so different the electrostatic effect is not

as significant. The total dipole moment calculations also

support these findings; /x ^./n is 1.579/4.346 for the S.
ant I Syn U

state and 1.186/1.757 Debyes for the S^ state. The question

still remains, why does the molecule have such an unusual

structure in the lowest lying excited state?

Insight into the structural question posed can be drawn

from the molecular orbital calculations. For the n >jr*

electronic excitation, an electron from the n nonbonding

orbital on the oxygen carbonyl chromophore is promoted to an

antibonding orbital, it*. Figure 2 describes this transition

with the use of localized MO's; however, for formic acid this

simplistic model is not appropriate. The GVB calculations on

the Sg state show that the hydroxyl oxygen plays a role in the

formation of the antisymmetric molecular orbitals. The

molecular orbitals of interest are those involving tt^..^,
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"o(OH)
^"^ ^^®

'^*(c=o)' "^0(08) which are depicted in Figure

24 for the anti species. The coefficient values for the

atomic orbitals are similar for anti and syn with a change of

sign on the atomic orbitals for the molecular orbital labelled

2a" (Figure 4) . The molecular orbital labelled 3a" is

unoccupied in the ground state and orbital 10a' which has a

large electron density localized on the nonbonding oxygen of

the carbonyl group is not shown.

Due to the electron promotion, the molecule tends to

rearrange its structure to decrease the antibonding character

and to achieve stability by diminishing the energy in the

system. Contributions from the p atomic orbitals on the OH

oxygen cannot be neglected in the discussion as the

antibonding character across the C-0 bond is evident in the

orbital labelled 3a", and not only across the C=0 bond. Using

Walsh's rules^ the energy in a system can be decreased if an

antibonding p atomic orbital is converted to an s atomic

orbital. In formic acid, this can be accomplished by

distorting the molecule from a planar to nonplanar

configuration at the carbon centre. As the molecule distorts

from the plane, the ir* orbital changes from a p atomic orbital

on the carbon centre to an sp^ hybrid orbital. At the other

end of the molecule, a similar out-of-plane behaviour is

observed. Figure 24 shows that the nonbonding out-of-plane

oxygen orbital becomes antibonding with respect to the
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Figure 24

Description of the antisymmetric p molecular

orbitals of anti formic acid

Filled and open circles are used to
denote the sign of the lobe in view as
descriped by the MO coefficients





-0.26

-0.53
TT* n

(C=0)' 0(0H)

-0.59

0.^9
''^(C=0)''^0(OH)

-0.36
(C=0)' 0(0H)
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carbonyl group. This antibonding energy can be relieved by

twisting the hydroxy group from the 0-C=0 molecular plane.

This converts the antibonding C-O orbital into a non-

overlapping molecular orbital which is nonbonding in

character. Attempts to alleviate the antibonding density at

the carbon and hydroxy1 oxygen centres accompanying

excitation, then accounts for the flexibility of formic acid

in the S^ electronic state.

To conclude, from this study an understanding of the S^

state has emerged. Moreover, from this preliminary work,

ideas concerning future experimental research can be proposed.

By utilizing a laser system more powerful than the one used

in these experiments, perhaps the supersonic jet and

photoacoustic spectra of formic acid can be obtained with

success. A complete analysis of the rovibrational band system

is also essential: spectra at higher resolution would be

valuable here. Of particular interest are the bands to the

red of the origin. These bands, although not assigned in the

present studies, do not appear to be due to hot bands which

are related to the ground state vibrational frequencies.

Could these bands be attributed to the syn species? To answer

this question, temperature dependance studies are required.

By increasing the temperature, the proportion of monomer to

dimer will increase, thereby increasing the intensity of the

vibrational system which should aid in the assignment of these
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bands. Similarly, the bands to the blue in the spectrum

appear to be somewhat featureless and have not been assigned.

It is anticipated that these bands may be due to dimer; thus,

an in depth analysis of this band system is required.

Inevitably, these avenues of research will lead to interesting

results as the spectroscopy of isomerisation and dimerisation

in formic acid in the excited states are explored.
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